
LogicSpell.C02 - Vocabulary

Section 1

beautiful, bedclothes, beefsteak, beginning, behaviour, belongings, beneficial, bereavement, beach, beard, 

beast, beefy, begin, beige, belch, belly, below, bench, berry, beaker, beauty, beaver, become, bedbug, 

bedpan, bedsit, beeper, beetle, before, beggar, behalf, behave, behind, belief, belong, betray, better, 

beware, beyond, because, bedroom, bedside, bedtime, beehive, beetroot, beginner, Belfast, Belgium, 

believe, believer, beloved, beneath, benefit, Bentley, bereaved, beseech, besides, between.

Section 2

ceaseless, celebrate, celebration, celebrity, centipede, ceremonial, certainly, certainty, certificate, 

certificated, cease, cedar, cello, cellar, Celtic, cement, censor, centre, cereal, ceiling, celibate, cemetery, 

central, century, ceremony, certain, certify.

Section 3

decaffeinated, deceitful, December, declaration, decoration, decorative, decorator, defenceless, 

defendant, defensive, deficiency, deficient, definition, deformation, degenerate, dehydrate, deliberate, 

delicious, delightful, demanding, demobilise, democracy, demonstrate, deodorant, department, departure, 

dependent, depressed, depressive, deprivation, desirable, desperate, destination, destructive, detachable, 

detective, detention, deteriorate, determination, detoxification, developed, development, death, decay, 

delay, delta, dense, depth, deadly, dealer, decent, decide, deduct, deepen, deeply, defeat, defect, defend, 

define, degree, delete, demand, dental, depart, depend, deputy, desert, design, desire, detach, detail, 

detain, detect, detour, device, devote, deadline, deceive, decimal, decision, declare, decline, decrease, 

defence, defender, definite, deformed, defrost, delegate, deliver, delivery, dentist, depress, deprived, 

descent, describe, deserve, designer, desktop, despite, dessert, destiny, destroy, detached, detector, 

develop, devotion.

Section 4

fearfully, February, fed up, ferocious, fertilise, fertility, feast, fence, feral, ferry, fetch, fever, feeble, 

feeder, feeler, fellow, female, fearful, fearless, feather, feature, federal, feedback, ferment, fertile, festival.

Section 5

legendary, leaky, learn, least, leave, leech, legal, lemon, level, lever, leader, league, legend, lessen, lesser, 

lesson, lethal, letter, leading, leaflet, leakage, learned, leather, lecture, leftover, legalise, legally, leisure, 

lengthen, leopard, lettuce, levitate.

Section 6

meanwhile, measurement, mechanical, mechanise, medallist, medication, meditation, megalomania, 

megaphone, membership, memorable, mercifully, merciless, messenger, metabolise, methodical, medal, 

media, melon, mercy, merge, merry, messy, metal, meter, metre, metro, meadow, meddle, medium, 

melody, member, memory, mental, mentor, merely, meteor, method, metric, Mexico, mealtime, 

meantime, measure, mechanic, medical, medicine, medieval, meditate, meeting, melanin, melodic, 

membrane, memorise, mention, merciful, Mercury, message, metallic.

Section 7



pedagogical, pedestrian, pejorative, penetrate, penthouse, percentage, percussion, perfection, perfectly, 

perforate, performance, performer, permanent, permission, perpetual, persecute, persevere, persistent, 

personality, personally, personnel, perspiration, persuasive, pessimist, pessimistic, peace, peach, pearl, 

pedal, perch, perky, petty, peanut, pearly, pebble, pedant, peeler, peeved, pencil, people, period, permit, 

person, petrol, peaceful, peacock, peculiar, pedicure, penalty, pendulum, penguin, pension, percent, 

perfect, perform, perfume, persist, personal, persuade.

Section 8

realistic, realistically, reasonable, reception, receptionist, recession, recognise, recommend, reconsider, 

recreation, rectangle, recycling, redundancy, referendum, reflection, refrigerate, refrigerator, regardless, 

regenerate, regretfully, regularly, regulation, regulator, reinforce, relationship, relatively, religious, 

reluctant, remarkable, repairable, repayment, repellent, repetitive, replacement, represent, reproduce, 

repulsive, reputation, resignation, resistance, respected, respectful, responsible, responsibly, restaurant, 

restriction, resuscitate, revelation, revolution, rewarding, reach, react, ready, rebel, refer, relax, relic, 

renew, repay, reply, reader, really, reason, recall, recent, recipe, record, reduce, refill, refund, refuse, 

regard, regret, reject, relief, remark, remind, remote, rename, repair, repeat, report, rescue, resist, retort, 

return, review, reward, realise, reality, reappear, rebuild, receipt, receive, receiver, recently, recharge, 

recover, recovery, recycle, referee, refined, reflect, refresh, refugee, regress, regulate, rejoice, relation, 

relaxed, release, relevant, reliable, relieve, religion, remember, renovate, replace, reporter, republic, 

request, require, research, resemble, reserve, resident, respect, respond, response, restless, restrict, 

revenge, reverse, revision.

Section 9

secondary, secretary, secretive, seductive, segmentation, segregate, seismology, selection, selective, 

self-adhesive, self-assertive, self-awareness, self-centred, self-confident, self-control, self-defence, 

self-destruction, self-discipline, self-educated, self-employed, self-esteem, self-image, self-respect, 

self-sacrifice, self-satisfied, semicircle, semicolon, semiconductor, sensation, sensational, senseless, 

separation, September, seriously, settlement, seventeen, seventieth, seamy, seedy, seize, sense, serve, 

seven, sealed, search, season, second, secret, sector, secure, seesaw, seldom, select, seller, sender, serial, 

series, sesame, settle, severe, sewing, seafood, seagull, seashell, seaside, secondly, section, secular, 

security, sedative, segment, seismic, seizure, selfish, sensible, sentence, separate, sergeant, serious, 

servant, service, session, seventy.

Section 10

technical, technician, technique, technology, telepathic, telepathy, telephone, telescope, telescopic, 

television, temperament, temperature, temporary, temptation, terminate, terminology, terracotta, 

terrarium, terrifying, terrorise, terrorist, teach, tease, teeth, telly, tempo, tempt, tense, Tesco, teacup, 

teapot, teaser, temple, tenant, tender, tennis, tester, tether, teacher, tearful, teaspoon, teenage, teenager, 

tempting, tenancy, tendency, tension, terminal, terrible, terribly, terrific, terrify, testify, texture.

Section 11

aeroplane, generalise, generally, generator, genetically, gentleman, geography, geriatric, gesticulate, 

headmaster, headphones, headscarf, healthful, heartbeat, heartless, heatproof, helicopter, hesitation, 

jeopardise, necessarily, necessary, nectarine, needlework, neglectful, negotiable, negotiate, negotiation, 

neighbour, neurology, neutralise, nevertheless, newsagent, newspaper, vegetable, vegetarian, ventilator, 

verbalise, versatile, veterinary, Wednesday, weightless, xenophobia, yesterday, geese, heart, heavy, 

hedge, hello, hence, jeans, jelly, jerky, jewel, kebab, needy, neigh, nerve, never, newly, weary, weave, 

weedy, weigh, weird, yearn, yeast, zebra, aerial, gender, genius, gentle, gently, gerund, geyser, healer, 



health, heater, heaven, hectic, height, helmet, helper, heroic, kennel, kettle, nearby, nearly, nectar, needle, 

nephew, nettle, velvet, verbal, verify, weaken, wealth, weapon, weasel, weekly, weight, welder, yearly, 

yellow, aerobic, aerosol, gearbox, general, generate, generous, genetic, gesture, heading, headless, 

headline, healthy, hearing, heather, heavenly, hedgehog, helpful, helpless, heritage, hermetic, hesitant, 

hesitate, jealous, jealousy, ketchup, keyboard, keyhole, keynote, necklace, negative, neglect, neither, 

nervous, network, neurotic, neutral, neutron, vehicle, velvety, venomous, version, vertical, vertigo, 

weakness, wealthy, weather, website, wedding, weekday, weekend, welcome.
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